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The need to express estimates of risk in an understandable manner is a challenge faced regularly by those who work with the results of epidemiological studies and try to convey their meaning to others. This is not an easy task, as is illustrated by the recent "pill scare" in the United Kingdom, in which there was much confusion over the clinical importance of the scientific information that was made public. Furthermore, practising clinicians also need a readily understandable tool for weighing the risks of various treatments. Ideally, this should be feasible without recourse to complicated statistical concepts. In this paper, we propose a simple and intuitively understandable method for expressing the results of case-control studies.
Evidence from randomised controlled trials
Any intervention or exposure may have desirable and undesirable effects. Desirable effects are usually the intended effects of a treatment. These will often (at least for pharmacological interventions) have been established in randomised controlled trials before an agent is released onto the market and introduced into clinical practice.
In the context of randomised trials on the desirable effects of treatments, Sackett et al proposed a method for converting rate differences into a more intuitive quantity. [1] [2] [3] [4] This quantity was named the number needed to treat (NNT = 1/absolute risk reduction). It is the number of people who must be treated in order that one adverse event is prevented by the treatment at issue. The number needed to harm is an analogous concept proposed by Sackett and colleagues to express the probability of additional adverse events occurring in randomised controlled trials because of treatment. 4 In both cases, the concept of rate difference is converted into a number of individuals, a more intuitively understandable quantity. 
Summary points
Results of epidemiological studies need to be expressed in understandable terms if they are to be of practical use to clinicians and policy makers Case-control studies are often used to study adverse effects of treatment; odds ratios from these are used to express the magnitude of adverse effects, but are not intuitively understandable estimates of risk A more understandable and informative means of expressing the risk of adverse events in case-control studies is "the number of patients needed to be treated for one additional patient to be harmed" This is calculated from the odds ratio and the unexposed event rate-that is, the rate of occurrence of the adverse event of interest in people not exposed to the treatment However, undesirable effects are often apparent only after an intervention has become part of clinical practice. It may therefore no longer be possible to study them in a randomised controlled trial, making it necessary to resort to the less ideal case-control study.
Evidence from case-control studies
Case-control studies are more limited than randomised controlled trials with respect to the information they can yield because absolute estimates of risk for the exposure groups are not available from the study itself, unless the design is nested within a cohort or a primarily defined population. Consequently, estimates of risk are usually expressed in terms of the exposure odds ratio of cases compared with controls. Many doctors, however, are still unclear about the meaning of the odds ratio.
NNTH derived from case-control studies
Inspired by the number needed to treat and number needed to harm concepts for randomised controlled trials, we developed a similar concept for case-control studies. We focused on the adverse effects of treatments, a topic of importance to practising clinicians. In this context, the main problem is that estimates of rate differences are usually not available.
Consistent with a modified nomenclature for the number needed to harm proposed recently by Altman, 5 we put forward the concept of the "number of patients needed to be treated for one additional patient to be harmed" (NNTH). The NNTH is the number of people exposed to a given treatment such that on average and over a given follow up period one additional person experiences the adverse effect of interest because of the treatment. It expresses the additional absolute risk of an adverse effect conferred by a treatment and is therefore a useful and intuitively understandable decision making tool for practising clinicians.
where OR is the odds ratio provided by the case-control study and UER is the unexposed event rate (see appendix on BMJ website for the derivation). The behaviour of the NNTH is illustrated in table 1 for various arbitrary values of the odds ratio and unexposed event rate.
Practical application of the NNTH
The application of the NNTH to real life examples is illustrated in table 2.
6-11 These examples were chosen because they cover a wide range of values for the odds ratio and the unexposed event rate. Obviously, the validity of the NNTH always depends on the odds ratio and unexposed event rate being unbiased estimators of their respective parameters.
These examples illustrate how the NNTH, by taking the unexposed event rate into account, can lead to an assessment of risk importance which differs from the assessment that could be concluded from the odds ratio alone. For example, the NNTH gives the clinician a better understanding of the risks of thromboembolism associated with third generation oral contraceptives compared with second generation products. Furthermore, the different NNTH values obtained from the different studies used in this example illustrate how a measure of absolute risk (the NNTH) is more informative than a measure of relative risk (the odds ratio) because, unlike the odds ratio, it takes into account the "background" risk of the outcome occurring in unexposed people. The NNTH also illustrates better the range of risk estimates obtained from different studies.
In the case of appetite suppressing drugs, an odds ratio of 23.1 for pulmonary hypertension does not by itself provide a clinician with the necessary information to weigh properly the risks and benefits. However, the NNTH, which in this case is 90 500 for one year, is a better decision making tool since it takes into account the rate of events in the unexposed population (unexposed event rate), which is very low in this example. Likewise, in the case of non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs and gastrointestinal bleeding and perforation, a NNTH of 650 is more understandable and informative than an odds ratio of 4.7. 650 per 5 months *Rounded to three significant digits; all other NNTHs are rounded to two significant digits, corresponding to the number of significant digits of their respective odds ratios. †Estimated by taking the number of cases that did not use appetite suppressing drugs over a two year period. We assumed that the estimated odds ratio applies to one year, although in the source article the odds ratio was computed for exposures of "three months or more" without taking the specific duration of exposure into account.
Advantages over the odds ratio
The NNTH is first and foremost a more intuitively understandable measure of risk than the odds ratio. In addition, it is a composite measure that takes into account not only the odds ratio but also the unexposed event rate. Consequently, it contains more information than the odds ratio alone and provides estimates of risk that better correspond with reality and with the intuitive assessment made by practising clinicians. For example, an odds ratio of 2 would weigh more heavily in the decision making process if it applied to an adverse event whose rate of occurrence in the unexposed population were 1 in 100 (NNTH = 100) than if it were 1 in 100 000 (NNTH = 100 000) (see table 1 ).
Limitations of the NNTH

Obtaining the unexposed event rate
Unless the case-control study providing the odds ratio is nested within a cohort or a primarily defined population, it is necessary to go to other sources to estimate the unexposed event rate. These sources can be either the controls in randomised controlled trials or the unexposed subjects in cohort studies. However, it is not always possible to find a study that provides an appropriate estimate of the unexposed event rate. To estimate the unexposed event rate, we need a clear definition of the status of unexposed subjects in the case-control study from which the odds ratio comes. This is because calculating the NNTH logically requires congruence between the odds ratio and the unexposed event rate in terms of exposure status. For example, in the case of the risk of deep vein thrombosis conferred by using third generation oral contraceptives rather than second generation oral contraceptives (table 2), the appropriate unexposed event rate necessary to calculate the NNTH is the rate of deep vein thrombosis in women using second generation oral contraceptives (the "unexposed" group in the above comparison), and not the rate of deep vein thrombosis in women who do not use oral contraceptives.
Time dependency
In terms of duration of follow up for the occurrence of adverse events, the NNTH also calls for congruence between the studies from which the odds ratio and the unexposed event rate are derived. Thus, for the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs example in table 2, the unexposed event rate, which is a monthly rate in the source article, had to be adjusted upward to fit with the five month follow up period for which the odds ratio was computed in the source case-control study. This extrapolation assumes that the rate of upper gastrointestinal bleeding is constant over time in unexposed people.
For most treatments that tend to be long term, such as oral contraceptives or non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs, the duration of follow up during which adverse events are documented is usually equal to or only slightly longer than the duration of exposure. For shorter treatments, such as some chemotherapy regimens for cancer or vaccination (an "instantaneous" exposure), the duration of follow up would be much longer than the duration of exposure (D G Altman, personal communication).
Confidence intervals
The confidence interval is nearly always provided for the odds ratio. Thus, it might be tempting to proceed simply by applying the NNTH formula to the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval of the odds ratio. This does not, however, take into account the uncertainty surrounding the unexposed event rate, which is also an estimate. Even if a confidence interval were available for the unexposed event rate, the problem of calculating variances and covariances for these estimators would remain-a task complicated by the non-Gaussian distribution of the odds ratio.
An approximate confidence interval can be calculated for the NNTH by using the limits of the odds ratio's confidence interval (as described above) provided they are both greater than 1. If the lower limit of the confidence interval for the odds ratio is less than 1, then the NNTH formula used to calculate the upper limit of the approximate confidence interval for the NNTH becomes 1/(1-odds ratio)(unexplained event rate). If the lower limit of the confidence interval for the odds ratio is exactly 1, then the upper limit of the confidence interval for the NNTH is indeterminate. 5 When interpreting approximate confidence intervals, bear in mind that the true confidence interval is inevitably larger than the one obtained by this method because of the additional uncertainty surrounding the unexposed event rate.
Which risk is expressed?
The NNTH is an estimator of risk that focuses only on the additional risk conferred by a treatment; it does not express the total risk attributable to the combination of the background risk and the risk due to exposure. This should be taken into consideration when using the NNTH as an adjunct to clinical decision making
Conclusion
In the context of case-control studies that focus on the adverse effects of treatments, we propose the NNTH as an aid to clinical decision making that is preferable to the odds ratio. As such, it is our hope that it may better convey the clinical importance of the results of epidemiological studies, thus helping to avoid future unnecessary confusion (and even panic) among clinicians, policy makers, and the public.
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Naming names
All drugs have at least three different names. x The approved (official or generic) name-which is usually the World Health Organisation's recommended international non-proprietary name (rINN). However, it may be some locally approved name-for example, the British approved name (BAN), dénomination commune française (DCF), Japanese accepted name (JAN), or United States adopted name (USAN). The monster substance mentioned above is better known as adrenaline (British approved name) or epinephrine (recommended international non-proprietary name).
x The proprietary (brand or trade) name-which is the name given by a pharmaceutical manufacturer. For example, adrenaline is marketed in Britain as Epipen for intramuscular injection and as Eppy or Simplene eyedrops. The chemical name is an unambiguous description of a drug's structure, but it is cumbersome and irrelevant to practical prescribing. As for brand names, pharmaceutical manufacturers make their own choices, although to avoid confusion between similar names of different drugs or formulations, these are subject to some restrictions. 2 But the existence of different approved names in different countries is unnecessary and potentially confusing. The European Community therefore issued a directive in 1992, decreeing that in member countries the recommended international non-proprietary name should be used exclusively. 3 
The practicalities
Three cases arise in following this directive.
x In most cases, the British approved name and other national names are the same as the recommended non-proprietary names, and no changes are required. x In many other cases, the British approved names and recommended international non-proprietary name are similar, and the changes are trivial (for example, we shall prescribe amoxicillin, not amoxycillin). A list of these names is given as "List 2" in the British National Formulary. 4 x In a few cases (although a much longer list has been proposed 5 ), the Medicines Control Agency considers that the change of name constitutes a high public health risk. 6 In the United Kingdom these names will change over at least five years, and there will be dual labelling of medicines during that time. For instance, frusemide will eventually be called furosemide, bendrofluazide will become bendroflumethiazide, and
Summary points
A European Commission directive requiring member states to use recommended international non-proprietary names for all drugs is soon to be implemented For most drug names there will be little or no change For around two dozen drugs the changes are more important; these will be dual labelled during the five year changeover period It is intended that adrenaline (British approved name) will be changed to epinephrine (recommended international non-proprietary name)
The strong arguments for persuading the European Union to resist this particular change are based on usage, history, etymology, and, most importantly, risk of clinical errors 
